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your articles for the May
issue of Stardust by the due date of
April 23, 2000
Thank you.

What happens to ya when you go to an Alberta Workshop.

By Chicken Noodle

I

real.i zed that during my tenure as President, I've never
addressed how much our club helps new members.
'd like to correct that now. I thought that it wou ld be
a good idea to explain to the new members how I go about
making an observing plan. Having an observing plan is
important as it means more time observing when at the
dark site.

First, I use a computer and planetary programs for
generating a plan. With computers, this process is much
easier. I start the day by getting up a 4:30 in the morning
and turn on the computer. I then go and make some coffee.
I go back to the computer to see that Windows 95 is still
loading. Going downstairs, I turn on the TV to get the
weather forecast for tonight on the Weather Channel. It
seems that I always turn on the TV just after the weather
channel has given it's forecast. I now have to wait an
additional 20 minutes to get the forecast.
Heading back to the computer... Windows 95 is still
loading. I make breakfast. While making breakfast the
Weather Channel gives it's forecast, which I miss. I turn
off the TV in disgust and go eat the breakfast I've prepared.
After breakfast, I turn on the TV only to find out that I've
just missed the forecast. Windows 95 is still loading.
The sun is starting to rise, so I make the bed. I then check
the computer. Windows 95 has now loaded up, in safe
mode, so I restart the computer. Windows 95 starts to load.
Going downstairs I turn on the TV, I've just missed the
forecast. I watch the Weather Channel for an hour, no
forecast. Windows 95 is sti ll loading.
Having nothing to do, I go do the laundry. After washing,
drying and folding my unmentionables, I check the

computer. Windows 95 is still loading. I go grocery
shopping. Upon getting home, I turn on the TV. The
weather channel just gave the forecast. Windows 95
reports that the computer was not shut off properly and
is going to check hard drive. I tell it to go ahead and
make lunch. During lunch the Weather Channel gives
it's forecast which I miss. Windows 95 is still checking
my disk.
I read a novel, Windows 95 is still checking my disk and
no forecast on the Weather Channel. As an experiment,
I turn off the TV and immediately turn it back on. The
Weather Channel gave it's forecast while I had it off.
The good news is that Windows 95 has now loaded.
Unfortunately, my favourite computer program is an older
one designed to run under last months version of
Windows 95, so in this updated version of Windows 95,
it runs a bit quirky. The screen immediately shows me a
45-degree view of the Orion area with stars down to 15th
magnitude. As the screen starts to turn white from all of
the stars, I try to exit the program. This causes my printer
to start printing the aforementioned 45-degree, 15th
magnitude field of stars. The paper comes out black.
I then try to restart the computer. I get a message "Please
wait while your computer shuts down."
Checking the Weather Channel, I've just missed the
forecast. It's getting dark. Armed with my black piece of
paper and no other information I head out to the dark
site. I later learn the Weather Channel forecast snow.
After coming back home .. . "Please wait while your
computer shuts down ." I go to bed.

GmSMIC

AT B LAC ~Ftm mlTI!
By Frankly Low and Behold De
he truth is out there! At Blackfoot, that is. A
devastating earthquake struck the Blackfoot
parking lot on the evening of February 4&5, 2000
at 03:0 I :32 UT and because of the traumatising nature of
the event the poor observers assembled there like Larry
Wood are obljvious of the cataclysmic event. To protect
their weak minds Nature has chosen to obliterate all traces
of this excruciatingly painful occurrence! Thank God for
that!
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Centre in California has
welcomed the photograph
as one of those rare
' captures ' that can
provide
invaluable
insight
into
the
movements in the earth's
crust.
We sincerely hope that
Larry and the others
assembled there that
fateful night will fully
recover from their
trauma. If not try to show
some understanding and
compassion for their sad
plight.

Address Changes

Fortunately, reporter Franklin Loehde has discovered
proof-positive evidence of this most-horrible creation of
Mother Nature. He happened to be taking a 5-minute
exposure of the Orion Nebula through hjs C-8 when the
earthquake struck in all its fury and captured intimate
detail of its machinations. The US National Earth Quake

Any changes to your address or pertinent information
regarding your membership ...
...please direct these changes to

Terry Nonay
(Don't worry, I'm the Good Twin!)

Membership Secretary
Phone: 411

Latest News from the
World of Astronomy,
as of April 1, 2000.
ime to update your star atlases folks , because some
of the old alpha-numerical designations for
familiar deep sky objects is about to change forever.
The International Astronomical Union (IAU), is the sole
internationally recognised authority for naming celestial
bodies. In an unprecedented move, the IAU has decided
to allow corporate sponsors to have celestial objects named
in their honour. " It is basically a money thing" said IAU
spokesperson Samuel Butz, "they have the money, and
we don ' t" . In addition to budget constraints Butz cited,
an overwhelming interest in having their names or
products immortalised in the sky for everyone to see.

T

"Once we accepted a proposal from our first sponsor, the
floodgates were opened. Now we can barely keep up with
the demand" said Butz. Corporate sponsorship has proven
to be a windfall for the IAU, and for astronomical research
in general. It may even prove to be a boost for astronomy
as a hobby. "I think this move will make astronomy a lot
more interesting to people. Rather than referring to some
of these objects with some unimaginative alpha-numerical
designation, they now have names that people can relate

to. People Like the fact that they will have household names
attached to them, and that's a good thing." said Butz.
The name changes approved by the lAU so far include
renaming objects such as: NGC 1023 to the Nike Galaxy,
NGC 7331 to the McDonalds Galaxy, NGC 6781 as the
Wal-Mart Nebula, NGC 2539 as the Gap Cluster, NGC
6939 as the Taco Bell Clu ter, NGC 6572 as the Intel
Nebulae, and NGC 1232 as Starbucks' Galaxy. There
are dozens other objects on the list that may be sporting
new names in the very near future. Star hopping will
never be the same.
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson went on a camping trip.
After a good meal and a bottle of wine, they lay down for the
night and went to sleep.
Some hours later, Holmes awoke and nudged his faithful
friend. "Watson, look up and tell me what you see."
Watson replied, "I see milions and millions of stars."
"What does that tell you?"
Watson pondered for a minute. "Astronomically, h tells me
that there are millions of galaxies and potentially billions of
planets. Astrologically, I observe that Saturn is in Leo.
Horologically, 1 deduce that the lime is approximately a
quarter past three. Theologically, I can see that God is all
powerful and that we are small and insignificant.
Meteorologically, J suspect that we will have a beautiful day
tomorrow. Why. what does it tell you?"
Holmes was si lent for a minute. then poke, "Watson, you
idiot. Some jerk has stolen our tent! "

WHAT DOES THIS MEA

EARTH

FOR

meteorologist, claimed that accuracy didn ' t matter,
because the nonlinear differentially coupled random
chaotic effects would produce the desired result of a "mix
of Sun and glass."
Local glass pusher Barry Optimist confirmed that these
glass orientations make up the famous parabolic curve
necessary used by telescope mirrors to focus Light. In tragic
irony, Sterling must have been standing at the focus and
"vaporized like strips of aJuminum on a heating coil."
Just last week Sterling was on talk-radio saying that
"planetary alignments have no consequence on Earth."

By Sir Angle Lit

N

oted local amateur astronomer AI Sterling has
gone observing at the Great Star Party in the Sky.

It took a few days to uncover the facts surrounding hi s
flaming disappearance, but not after much confusion.

Close friend and numerologi st Bruce McCaJculator was
the one who figured it all out. Coincidentally, he must
have been one of the first witnesses of the incendiary end
to his friend . McCaJculator had noted the plume of smoke
ob curing the ri sing Sun, just as he was going to bed
after a night of shooting stars and smoking trails, but
thought nothing of it at the time.
"It did not make sense for him to disappear, there was a

potential asteroid occultation coming up that night, which
AI wouldn' t miss."
"Despite my atrabilious state," McCaJculator went on to
expound, " It suddenly hit me that on the fateful morning,
the lunar Metonic cycle of about 19 years, that is 6939
days for those who can't multiply, shared the 3rd Fibonacci
lowest denominator with the anomalistic solar synodic
period of 29 days."
"Yesterday I read an e-mail from 6 months ago (still
catching up) , in which AI talked asked about
photographing sunlight reflecting off the windows of
buildings, in a message to street alignment expert Nike
"biceps" Nobel. Nike insisted that only a differential GPS
approach would be proper, but AI , being the true
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The flIe was at first, then third, blamed on street gangs,
but econdly was dropped when it was noted by police
that street gangs did not exist. A spokesperson from the
Spontaneous Combustion Organization of Rabid
Canadian Hucksters (SCORCH) said at first it vindicated
their faith , but have since founded a new tax exempt
corporation Combustion Roasting with Aluminized
Paraboloids.
The St Paul town council had claimed that the fire was
started by aliens, and what they needed most was their
UFO landing pad, which should be moved to Edmonton
to its rightful place, despite the significant economic loss
in tourist traffic. In a further note, the Crop Circle Society
of Edmonton has decided to disband.
Parents of high school and university students should
monitor their kids for signs of cult behaviour. The
infamous "Temple du Soleil" cult from Quebec issued a
press release about their move to Edmonton, and changed
their name from "Temple of the Sun" to "Temple in the
Sun" in anticipation of future "fiery ascents into heaven."
A group counselling session is planned for a number of
fitness freaks (from the "We've got the Runs" jogging
society) who sniffed their way to the fire scene thinking
that someone had fina lly prepared them a nice steak
breakfast.
Sterling's wife Veraly, still astonished by it all, said "AI
always talked of stunning sky displays. He obviously stuns
easily, and like the proverbiaJ Norweigan Blue, he's gone

and joined the choir invisible." Speaking of choral works,
McCalculator son Kelvin has vowed to pay hommage to
Sterling by playing Beethoven's "Ode to Joy" on all of
Sterling's per onal musical instruments at the funeral,
set for next Thursday. "The digeridoo presents a unique
tonal challenge but I know this would make Al proud, so
I'll have to practice many hours each day, to the added
chagrin of my parents."
Donations made to the Astronomical Society can be made
at any Edmonton Casino.

The Search for Extra-Terrestrial
Intelligence project (SET!)
just announced it has decoded the
first transmission to originate from
another civilization:
"Simply send 6.023 times 10 to the 23 atoms of Hydrogen
to the Star System at the top of the list, cross off that star
system, then put your Star System at the bottom of the list
and send it to 100 other Star Systems. Within one-tenth of
a Galactic Rotation you will receive enough hydrogen to
power your civilization until entropy reaches its maximum!
IT REALLY WORKS!"

TOllrtllrecl Scjence
By Oral On A Quest
hen I teach science courses that are not
designed for science major , I often include a
short essay question on my exams. These
questions require students to draw connections between
various topics discussed in the course and test to see if
students can communicate their ideas using the learned
language and concepts. Sometimes the submitted answers
cast a whole new light on the processes that occur during
teaching and learning. Here is an example that I thought
you might enjoy.

W

Exam Question: There are several types of celestial
objects found in our galaxy: main sequence stars, red giant
stars, white dwarfs, neutron stars, bright and dark nebulae,
including planetary nebulae. Through a discussion of
stellar evolution, explain how these various types of objects
are related.
One Student's answer: There was a big bang in the
universe about 4.6 million years ago and along came stars.
They are quite a number of stars in today's universe. There
are some that are red giants and some white dwarfs and
some bright ones and some real dim stars when they are

shown through a stretoscope. The main sequence of stars,
showing when a star passes through the various stages.
First a star becomes a white dwarf. At this stage the
luminosity of the star is at its highest and the electrons
and positive neutrons are flowing freely so that the star
has a chance to light up brightly in the night sky, but as
the neutrons, protons, and electrons begin to lose their
brightness and diameter as they begin to slow the electrons
flowing proces down. Then it moves into the nebula
stage where it is a very bright blue star and the electrons
are limited now and not as free-flowing. We then see a
stage after the nebula where the stars becomes a red giant.
In the red giant the luminosity is at it's highest. The
electrons shift the red shift and become negative. This is
when the concept of planetary motion kicks in. The star
may then explode or it could just become interstellar dust
which may be seen with our eyes through a telescope.
The red dust may then be absorbed through a absorption
line which we may also see through a telescope. These
objects are all tied together in the universe with such a
bound that they all pass through the various stages to
becoming either red giants or big nebular stars that light
up the huge night sky.
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Hot New Product ... it's:

The

Here's a sample page from the Atlas:
• (Zeta gem or ZC 077 or Mekbuda
is shown on the page below)

Milli-Vani\\,

Millenium

*

Page 279,001
Be sure to git yours today! Covered with the finest quaHty nawgahide. Many nawga's gave their lives to ensure
that you wood be able to have your star atlas covered with nothjng but the finest material.
Oh yeah, what's in it? Stars. Lots of them. There are many stars listed in the many volumes of this fabulous
book. Never before has anyone taken the care and attention to detail that we have, to ensure an unparrallelJed
reference experience like no other.
Concerned about a big cash outlay? No worries. Simply join our Atlas-of-the-month Clubl Only keep the
volumes you like and return any others to us. No questions asked. Let's face it: ya may not like referencing all of
the sky.

Each star is listed upon a single page of the Atlas. That way there is no confusing clutter due to RA and
Dec markings, confusing colored deep sky thingys, and so forth. You want to see that star? Well, there it
is. It's the only thing on the page, and even a chimp could find that ...
ONLY $49.95. (US) per volume of this wonderful Atlas, and we pay the shipping! The volumes start
arriving and probably never end. Each volume contains 50 pages and 50 stars!!! That s less than a
buck a star! Well, more than that in Canada.
So send yer cash today to: The Paul Campbell Retirement Project, 333 Red Green Crescent, Edmonton, AB.
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A fictitious reply that might have been sent:

TVIA£/

Lette¥¥. • •

of

By Patience Abounds, Son of the Flame

l

received a letter, unsolicited. The names have been
changed to protect the deluded psycho and the kind
earted, while the length has been edited for levity.

Letter received:
Dear Sir:
Could you please tell me if you have heard of my name
before? The main reason why I think you might have
heard of me is because I am the author of a paper entitled
" Radiospectroscopic Study of Astrophysical Photon
Source Flares and the SETI" (Search for Extra-Terrestrial
InteIHgence). In my paper, I proposed and analsyed the
idea of making a transmitter beam axis alignment....
..... SNIP out boring details to the closing paragraph .. ..
And finally, are you at all concerned about the possibility
of some other nation, ill1Y other nation, acquiring very
large amounts of important information from advanced
aliens via radio waves? I have, and it worries me a great
deal. But how do you feel? Please do let me know. I will
look forward to hearing from you, sometime soon.
Signed, Self-Important Paranoid.

Real Reply:
Dear Sir:
I don't know where you got my name and address, but
you have obviously mistaken me for a professional
astronomer. I have little knowledge of the SETI field.
There's nothing I can do to help you.

Look buddy, clearly you are a self-agg randising
xenophobic flag waving whacko, trying to impersonate
Reg Barclay, and we don' t take kindly to Terrans knowing
our assumed name and location, but you obviously should
have sent your letter to Captain Picard. Get lost!

Real 2nd letter:
Thank you very much for confirming the receipt of my
letter. I got your name and address from the letters section
of Sky & Telescope. I would like to ask you just one
question. Did you receive any other letters concerning
me, or the paper which I wrote, since the publication of
your letter in S&T? Please let me know, I am just curious.
Sincerely yours, I must confirm I am the Important person
I know myself to be.

Real 2nd Reply:
No. I did not receive any letters about you, nor would I
expect any! I did not receive any letters regarding my
own letter to the editor. I am sure you did not receive any
letters about me or my letter from others. That would be
surprising. Sincerely, My kind-heartedness is wearing
thin.

A fictitious 2nd reply:
It's narcissistic self-deluding people like you that cause
unre st! I disregarded the first letter I received
*concerning* you as a prank from you. On the third day
I was up to IO letters when the National Security Agency
contacted me. I am not at liberty to di scuss the content of
these letters, if they existed at all, nor how many more I
mayor may not have received. If you are reading this
letter, it has not been intercepted (I used Federal Express
since you, as an American, could not implicitly trust
Canada Post) . You might be monitored by the aliencollusion, gentle people of Iran, to whom friendly
Canadians sold RADARSAT high resolution images of
American defence installations. RUN! RUN!

Sincerely, a kind-hearted amateur astronomer.
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had been with his home. "Golly!", said one to the other.
"We' ve been as careless with this project as you were
with your home! ".

KIDSCOPES ...
Finished At

Lastll~1I
r
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By Hairy Crossbow

W
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it's long p~st the year 2000 and certainly
tIme to provIde a FINAL update on the
KIDSCOPE project that was started during
the last century by those two crazed astro-engineers,
Crocodile Dundave and his cohort Roaming Unique. The
project grew and grew as Croc and Roam became obcessed
with quality and detail. At first, they had all of the
telescopes built, then dismantled them to check for
potentoal Y2K problems within the vaious layers of paint
on the tubes (92 coats per scope) and of course, to perform
a daily x-ray all of the metal in each telescope for structural
integrity.
It was touch and go for awhile there, but they could
uncover no flaws in their workmanship. Unfortunately
when the units were all disassembled, the guys were
distracted by the lure of rebuilding everything else. As
one of these gentlemen's home's was merely supported
by a concrete foundation, the other coinvinced him of the
folly of such risky living!!! A short while later, his house
was suspended by a skycrane while workmen removed
the concrete foundation, replacing it with a sensible
concrete filler enclosed by a titanium mold, and sunk 50
metres into the ground. "There", said one to the other,
"that ought to hold it untB we can fix it properly, after the
KIDSCOPES project is complete!".
They went back into their telescope building wih a
vengence ... but slowed down when they began to realize
they had been as careless with the project as one of them
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They immediately disasembled all of the scopes, taking
the time to measure each hand-made component with an
electron mjcroscope before wiping it with a light coat of
grease, packjng it away in a big but now empty cardboard
box from a local liquor store and ... "Waitl", said one. Of
course, it was a cardboard box: that would never do!!!
They quickly downloaded plans off the lnfernalnet for a
laser-edge confirmed, polar aligned, 4-sided steel box .
Over the next two months, the new box took shape.
And so the tale of the construction droned onward, toward
the end of the last century. What's important to know
now, is that the project has been declared as finished by
the Edmonton RASC Council. Yesterday, ten commercial
6" Newtonian telescopes were purchased for the project.
Now wait just a moment, I have to return to the final
project daze of Roam and Croc. These great volunteers
continued on over the long years of the poject. Finally, a
day came when the great men had a food fight one
morning in the old astrnomers' home - childishly bobbing
for slide rules in their pablum. With seni le in ight, they
tottered out out on to the front porch of the home that
summer's mom and began that fateful, final modification!
construction. Both had seethed for the last few years over
the use of wooden rockjng chairs. Alas, it was that final,
successful completion of a cement-based, steel-reinforced
rockjng chair which sudenly sank through the porch deck
and well into he Earth, taking the hapless Croc and Roam
to that moment of final collimation in the kosmic scheme
of things ... the very next day, the Council melted down
the remains of the h-u-g-e steel
rocking chair and bought 10 new
telescopes to appease the 75 year
old waiting li st.
At the
memorial , the RASC President
Pauline Campbell euligized
" ... well, I'm sure we're all
glad that the guys are finally
off their rocker. .. ".

There's smoke, but no mirrors, at Edmonton Space and
he photo at left shows RASC Edmonton member
Science Centre
Frank Florian, an innocent woman in white, and

T

Prime Minister Jean Chretien at the Edmonton
Space and Science Centre. The event is the farewell party
for Frank Florian who will be leaving the Centre to market
a new line of happenin' clothing for nerds. Frank is
modelling a chapeau and stylin' lab coat from ills babemagnet collection. What's most startling about this
sudden news development, as reported by ace starBUST
reporter Ms. Motorola Droppin-Iriilium, is that the Prime
Minister will also be leaving ills position to enter the world
of private business as a partner with Frank!
As shown in the photo, the key ingredient beillnd Frank
and Jean's new clothlng line is that all of the clotillng
material is cryogenically frozen down to -372 and then
slowly returned to room temperature. "It's really quite
simple. I don't know why no one else didn't think of it
previously" said Florian. "Yah, dat's rite", exclaimed
Prime Minister Chretien. The name of the new clothlng
line will be ''Frankie '0 Jean, Eh?"

"Jupiter"
Chef Harris (I've
always wanted to
play with my
food I) Christian

what Is It??
The bands are bacon, the festoons are red and green
pepper, the white ovals are (believe it or not) tortellini.
Since the GRS has faded, it's made out of a lump of minced
salmon.

The Big Dipper?? A Frying Pan taken under poor
lighting conditions?? A Golf Club?? An exploding
Meteor?? Would you believe ... a Cobra Head Street
Lamp.

On Ihe Horns

of a Dillema
By Three Phase and Fu~ Cross bearer

T

hat's not a bad photo of the Mule's Behind." noted
Mr. Mars as we sat in the bar after a Club meeting.
" It has a slight greenish cast to it though ."
''Well that's understandable." I noted. "We had terrible
Aurora earlier in the evening. Even when it stopped
behaving like one of those rotating searchlights and the
southern sky opened up a bit, I'm sure it was still there.
The camera doesn' t miss stuff like that."
''Wonder if it was a Bucky attack or just the result of
Solar Max." pondered Old Eagle Eye. "Even with sunspots
approaching maximum, we seem to be getting more than
our fair share of aurora."
"You can't blame Bucky this time. He's off to TransylWhatever again to try and drum up a cure for his
affliction." remarked Polisher-Grinder. " Hope he's
successful. He's really not a bad sort. If he could only
shake the virus and stop bringing the *$# "#*! Aurora
wherever he goes, he' d be welcome at meetings."
Grinder was referring to the bad case of Castor Canadensis
(aka Werebeaver) Syndrome that Bucky had contracted
several years ago while teachjng astronomy in a former
East Block country. He'd been bitten by an insect while
out observing with his students and begun to translate
into a beaver every time there was a blue moon or a very
strong aurora. A side effect of thjs affIktion was that on
new moon nights he stimulated the otherwise quiescent
aurora. For thi s he ' d been permanently banj shed to
Waskahegan, although he did tum up at the Dark Site
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once in a while. I think it's because the Park provides
such a wonderful environment for his namesakes.
"Yeah, I heard about Bucky's trip. He thinks that Solar
Max will make the symptoms more obvious and easier to
treat." remarked The Pres II as he joined the group and
ordered a beer. "I'll bet the cure has somethjng to do with
stale pizza and wood chips. He's been gone a long time
though, so I hope the lousy diet doesn' t do him in."
''Well, with Bucky away, it sure is funny how often Aurora
show up on Club Night." noted Eye. " It seems like the
last time or two out, I couldn't even find PAL 457."
"Are you sure it's aurora and not just poor vision?" retorted
Grinder. We all chuckled at the resumption of Grinder
teasing Eye about hjs vaunted abilities to see objects
invisible to the rest of us normal observers.
"Just you wait 'till you finish Legal Beagle's 60 incher
and I'll prove that's what I've been seeing all along!"
Eye retorted. It was nice to have the banter going again
instead of worrying over Aurora.
"Hey, have you bought Beagle that 25 foot extension ladder
attachment yet?" I asked Grinder. "And how about a box
or two of Kleenex for all the nosebleeds he' ll get?"
Just then Beagle wandered in and retorted. "Still working
on them Kindergarten Scopes Three Phase?"
Crestfallen, I replied " Yeah, but now I have a real deadline.
I'm off to New Seal Land with my wife and offspring in
July. So we simply have to get them done by then."
"And I'll be checking to see if the Aurora dissipates while
you ' re gone." remarked Fuzzy Crossbearer as he plunked
down in the seat next to me.
"Give it a rest! " I retorted, "We've been through this before
at the Kaboom Star Party. "You know the Unknown
Were beaver isn't me. And don' t start in on Frenchy either!
Remember we eljminated him from the suspect list last
year." I was referring to our suspicions about the existence
of another Were beaver who predated Bucky.
"Well I gotta have something to rag you for. " Fuzzy
replied. "Maybe I can get going on how you're about to
be a Kept Man."
Before I could respond, Spear Stitcher came over. He's a

relatively new member and soon-to-be-owner of a "real"
telescope instead of the toy he usually showed up with.
"Hey guys, unless you know of a masquerade ball out at
Ardrossan last Friday, I may have the answer to the
Unknown Werebeaver question." he crowed
"What?" we all yelped. "You been drinking already?" I
asked.
"We' ll, just a sip or two in the Beerwagon, but I'm not
drunk yet" he replied. "Ya see it's like this: I had the
oddest experience after the Helpac meeting the other
night. " ( Helpac being that secretive collection of rabid
city astronomers who are intent on reducing light pollution
in Edmondhome so that they can complete their 'Messy
Eh? Lists.)
"I was in the parking lot talking with Heyword
Lightfighter, our fearless leader, when we saw the
strangest sight. It looked like somebody leaving the Center
in a car at the time was wearing a fake buffalo costume. I
noticed that it was pulling a trailer with a canvas tarp
over it. Then the wind shifted it a bit and I saw it was one
of them rotating searchlight thingies."
"Good God!" Fuzzy cried, "How dare someone in our
group have anything to do with tho se devilish
contraptions !"
"That was my reaction." said Spear. "So I jumped in
StarBuckIt and followed . The car and trailer headed east
on the highway. Unfortunately, somewhere between the
Ardrossan turnoff and the Park boundary they
disappeared."
By this time everyone in the bar had caught wind of the
matter, so a search and destroy party was instantly
organized. While getting ready to leave we tried to decide
what should be done to the offending party once caught.
Penalty suggestions like banishment quickly escalated into
threats of mayhem. Just then and luckily for our group,
Ms. Hillary Soylant-Green drove in. After the inevitable
muttering and shuffling amongst vehicles, she joined the
throng and offered up her opinion on this hot topic ... right
after a quick smoke.
"You know," she said, exhaling, "Maybe it's time we set
our sites upon a certain R&R.? I'll be he's virtually the

central cause of this timed mayhem. Just like that fiend
we all can't quite seem to identify, no matter where you
go, R&R's there. He's virtually everywhere!" she extolled,
blowing a smoke ring with great vigor. "And what about
that world wide fiasco at the end of December he kept
warning us about? Nothing but smoke!" she mummered,
struggling with her vehicle's dash lighter. "And that blister
on his finger might be a sign you know. Why ... Oh ...
K ... Lets go!" she sputtered.
It was at this point that Heyword finally spoke up. " I
really hate to spill the beans people, but I know what's
going on, and it's the opposite of what you think."
"Cough up Heyword!" I growled. " You can't hide the
creep forever."
"That's just it" he replied, " The so called creep has really
been hiding for about 1000 years. And I didn 't want to be
the one to blow Her cover."
"Now you're talking gibbonish" Fuzzy remarked. "And
what do you mean Her cover"
''We'll, it's like this." Heyword went on to explain. " Last
summer while out hiking in the Park near dusk, I came
across this bison that looked a bit weird. It wasn't shaggy
like the rest and had
kind of a human looking
face. As I watched, it
slowly turned into a
person and began to
mutter in a low voice."
"I couldn't believe my
eyes and ears, but after
a few fits and starts we
struck
up
a
conversation. It appears
that She's what's known
as a Dracubison, another type of shape changing critter
similar to the Werebeaver, but infected with a different
virus. Apparently the shape change is triggered by nights
with too much light in the sky. Anyway, She's survived
for about 1000 years in the park on a diet of grass and
mosquito blood."
Continued when the Sun expands to become a fiery
Red Giant which will annihilate every living thing
(Wha, ha, ha) .. ...or on the next page, your choice

"Oh boy, turnabout is fair play." noted Mr. Mars" Shutup, I want to hear thjs." quipped Grinder.
Heyword continued. " She's kept pretty much to Herself
until recently. The increasing light pollution means She
spends less time as a bison and the approachjng Solar
Max has really got Her stirred up, what with the increased
aurora and all. What fInalJy spurred Her into action was
when the idjots on the Politbureau let that developer
bulldoze all those trees."
"Yeah!" piped up Beagle " And they rewarded themselves
with a raise using our tax money. Fat chance we ' ll have
getting them to limit advertising lights."
"That' s what did it for Her too ." continued Heyword.
"She's taken to dealing directly with bright lighting now.
When She dons her human persona, She goes into town,
finds the brightest advertising lighting She can and tows
it out to the Park to dispose of it. Those strobing aurora

Mir Space Station's
"Planned" Re-entry
By Boris Dont-Know-Enough

P

ears about the impending re-entry of the defunct
MIR Space Station this spring have been alleviated
in a press release from the Russian Space Agency
(RSA). According to the RSA, MIR's orbit will be adjusted
so that it will crash into the southern Indian Ocean, far
from any inhabited areas or major shipping routes, in
early April. Most of the materials should bum up in the
atmosphere, and those that don't will fall harmlessly into
the sea according to the agency. "The only potential danger
may be to some fish" , joked one representative of the RSA.
In what officials claim is a "completely and totally
unrelated move", the RSA has made a "gesture of goodwill and co-operation" to the people of Perth, Australia
by providing all residents there with hard hats - as a gift.
"We just wanted to show that we are nice people, and
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you saw the other night were probably just the dying
throws of one of those rotating searchljghts as it sank
into the muddy depths of a Park lake."
"Yippie! " I shouted. "I wanna meet this ladyl "
"Even though She's normally shy, I can probably arrange
that for next Club Night at the Dark Site." offered
Heyword.
And so he did. That's how we met our newest astronomical
friend, Buffy the Vamp-light Slayer.
Of course that still didn't solve our dillemrna. Being a
Dracubison, Buffy doesn't stimulate the Aurora, it's rather
the other way ' round and as an envi ronmentali st She's
not about to chew down any trees for us.
So the Unknown Werebeaver
there .....somewhere.

mu s t sti ll be out

that we can be spontaneous. Haven't you ever surprised
anyone special with a gift before?" said one unnamed
official. When asked why this particular city, and why
hardhats, the official responded by saying, "Well , why
not? It seems like a nice place to raise a family. Besides
we wanted to give people something unique, something
that they did not already have, and not many people own
hard hats. I just hope that everyone down there shows
their appreciation
by
wearing them
this
weekend .. . especial ly on Saturday."

RAse Meeting Dates for 2000
JD 2451673.6042
JD 2451708.6042
JD 2451799.6042
JD 2451834.6042
JD 2451862.3042
JD 2451890.6042

WHY NOT CHECK OUT THE RASC EDMONTON CENTRE'S

ASTROLIST?
It's a new century and time for everyone to get on-line and dig that crazy cyber-astronomy. Hear all
the latest stuff - that's right - ALL of the cutting edge developments. Learn all about the stars above
Edmonton and, even the stars above other cities! No pictures though, only text. Why? Because we
love text. A picture is only worth 1,000 words. Who needs 'em?
Enrich your mind and amaze your friends after you've spent time "on line". Check out his sample
piece of correspondence"

"It twas a fair, oft eve. I'd liken it to many that I'd seen as the leaves fall and the WSW wind
blew a gentle staccato against the steady drip of water in the rain barrel in that much-beloved
corner of my backyard. I breathed deep, taking in the oh-so-gentle night air, closed my eyes
but for a moment and remembered other nights, when I also breathed. In the distance, a dog
barked.
I gazed knowingly about myoid friend, the night sky, and remembered other nights when I
could see things. It's too cloudy to bring out my scope tonight and I'm going back into the
house.
Regardless,
Bruce McWordy."
Copy to: user lists, all major Canadian and American universities
/2-.,
'\.
RASC, all Canadian Centres
WL
,~'\.
Kraft Foods, Canada
"
....
Hubble Space Telescope Transmissions' to Earth
Cry & Tell Me Scope magazine
TellMeView Eyepieces User List
Cambridge University Rowing Club
Canadian Astronomical Nudist magazine
User list, all major Star Parties in North America
Ben Kutz

DON'T MISS OUT!!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!!

ESTRO@ROBERTNEVERMAKEMEANGRYCALM
--------~------~
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Edmonton RASC Counell 2000
Honorary President... ... ....... Dr. Earl Milton
President•••...•••••................ Paul Campbell
(433-1516)
Vice President................... Richard Vanderberg (484-2213)
Past President... .. ... .. ........... Bruce McCurdy
Secretary ...... ... .......... ......... David Prud'homme
Treasurer.....•........•.•..•...•••. Mel Rankin
(469-3066)
Observing Coordinator.•.•. Alister Ling
(432-6996)
National Council Rep ......... Franklin Loehde
Co-National Council Rep .. .. ShirLee Adamson
Stardust Editor.....•........••.• Sherry MacLeod
(433-1516)

R.A.S.C. EDMONTON CENTRE
Next Meetine:
Monday, May 8, 2000 7 :30 p.m.
Edmonton Space and Science Centre
Guest Speaker: Randy Attwood
RASC National President
Next Observine Sessions:
May 5-6, 2000
Blackfoot Staging Area
Next Council Meetine:
Monday, May 15,2000 7:00 p.m.
Edmonton Space and Science Centre

Portfolio Positions:
Stardust Distribution ........ .. Forest Littke
New Member Advisor•.....• Shelly Sodergren (476-6460)
R.A.S.C. Home Paee:
Observing Site and
http://planetlO. v-wave.comlrasc/
Equipment Directors .... ...... Sherrilyn & Bob Jahrig
Public Ed. Director....•...•.• Garry Solonyko
(486-0785) Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions
Librarians ... ..... .... ....... ....... Ed Newcombe & Bill Kunze
astro@majordomo.srv.ualberta.ca
Librarian/Software .. ... ... ... .. Alister Ling
Subscribe by sending a note to:
Social Director.... .............. . Donna Lee May
majordomo@ualberta.ca
WEBsite Administrator...... Mike Hoskinson
with subscribe astro
Light Pollution Abatement
in the body of the e-mail
(469-9765)
Committee Chair (ELPAC).Howard Gibbins
Membership Secretary..... Terry Nonay
(456-6957) _ _ _ _ _ _ a~WroXl ______

Councillors:
What? What?

John Payzant, Larry Wood, Sharon Tansey, Dave Cleary, Harris Christian

